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Partial file Descriptions
Antivirus and spyware:
Microsoft security essentials has 3 versions... XP, VISTA/WIN7 32BIT and VISTA/WIN7
64 BIT
Browsers:
Firefox, opera and Google chrome
Rescue cd:
The iso file needs to be burned to a cd and then can be used to boot from on the
infected computer. Use Nero or Roxio to burn the iso file or us the burning software
that comes with windows 7.
The AVG Rescue CD is essentially a portable version of AVG Anti-Virus supplied
through Linux distribution. It can be used in the form of a bootable CD or bootable
USB flash drive to recover your computer when the system cannot be loaded
normally, such as after an extensive or deep-rooted virus infection. In short, the AVG
Rescue CD enables you to fully remove infections from an otherwise inoperable PC
and render the system bootable again.

Registry cleaner:
CCleaner is a freeware system optimization, privacy and cleaning tool. It removes
unused files from your system - allowing Windows to run faster and freeing up
valuable hard disk space. It also cleans traces of your online activities such as your
Internet history. Additionally it contains a fully featured registry cleaner.

Utilities:
Belarc
The app analyzes a machine's weak points, looking at elements such as whether
antivirus software is up to date, or whether all the security flaws in Windows have
been patched. It uses the Center for Internet Security (CIS) benchmark test to give the
computer a score showing its overall security level, and produces a report that can be
viewed in a Web browser.
Not only does it analyze software and operating system components and tell you
where problems are, but in its comprehensive report it tells you what your
computer's physical components are: not just how much RAM you have, for example,
but what kind of RAM and which slots are occupied. Also will show your product key
for windows and other programs. (cnet editors info)
System info and speedfan also show similar information about your computer.

Revo uninstaller
Revo Uninstaller is a freeware innovative uninstall utility much faster than Windows
Add/Remove applet. With its advanced and fast algorithm, Revo Uninstaller scans
before and after you uninstall an application. After the program's regular uninstaller
runs, you can remove additional unnecessary files, folders and registry keys that are
usually left over on your computer. Even if you have a broken installation, Revo
Uninstaller scans for an application's data on your hard disk drives and in the
Windows registry and shows all found files, folders and registry items so you can
delete them.

Prey
Prey is a lightweight application that will help you track and find your laptop if it ever
gets stolen. It works in all operating systems and not only is it Open Source but also
completely free.
Prey helps you locate your missing laptop by sending timed reports with a bunch of
information of its whereabouts. This includes the general status of the computer, a
list of running programs and active connections, fully-detailed network and wifi
information, a screenshot of the running desktop and — in case your laptop has an
integrated webcam — a picture of the thief.

NoScript for Firefox
Winner of the "2006 PC World Class Award", this tool provides extra protection to
your Firefox.
It allows JavaScript, Java and other executable content to run only from trusted
domains of your choice, e.g. your home-banking web site, guarding your "trust
boundaries" against cross-site scripting attacks (XSS) and Clickjacking attempts,
thanks to its unique ClearClick technology.
Such a preemptive approach prevents exploitation of security vulnerabilities (known
and even unknown!) with no loss of functionality...
Experts do agree: Firefox is really safer with NoScript.

Hotspot shield
Hotspot Shield protects your entire web surfing session; securing your connection at
both your home Internet network & Public Internet networks (both wired and
wireless). Hotspot Shield protects your identity by ensuring that all web transactions
(shopping, filling out forms, downloads) are secured through HTTPS. Hotspot Shield
also makes you private online making your identity invisible to third party websites
and ISP’s. Unless you choose to sign into a certain site, you will be anonymous for

your entire web session with Hotspot Shield. We love the web because of the
freedom that it creates to explore, organize, and communicate. Hotspot Shield
enables access to all information online, providing freedom to access all web content
freely and securely. Secure your entire web session and ensure your privacy online;
your passwords, credit card numbers, and all of your data is secured with Hotspot
Shield. Standard antivirus software protects your computer, but not your web
activities.

Device doctor
Device Doctor is a freeware Windows application that scans your computer hardware
and checks to see if there are new driver updates available for your devices. It also
locates drivers for Unidentified Devices in the Windows Device Manager. This tool
was designed to be very simple and easy to use.

Identity finder
It will detect unprotected credit cards and passwords on your computer that are
vulnerable to identity theft or fraud. Once found, you can permanently shred or
encrypt the information with a password so identity thieves cannot steal them. Take
the first step towards protecting your family, your employees, and your business; try
Identity Finder today. Version 4.0.1.3 includes free digital shredder and file vault
(encryption) for use anywhere within Windows.

Note: We believe information given is true and accurate HOWEVER we can not be
held responsible for errors or omissions. Please do your own research before
installing any programs on your computer.

